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ABSTRACT
The number of speech interfaces and services made available through
them continue to grow. This has opened up interactions to people who rely on speech as a critical modality for interacting with
systems. However, people with diverse speech patterns such as
those who stammer are at risk of being negatively affected or excluded from speech interface interaction. In this paper, we consider
what an inclusive speech interface future may look like for people who stammer. In doing so, we identify three key challenges:
(1) developing effective speech recognition, (2) understanding the
user experiences of people who stammer and (3) supporting speech
interfaces designers through appropriate heuristics. We believe the
interdisciplinary and cross-community strengths of venues like CUI
are well positioned to address these challenges going forward.
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A FUTURE - BUT FOR WHOM?

By 2023, intelligent personal assistants (IPAs) will be available on
eight billion devices, including smart speakers, smartphones, wearables and smart televisions [26]. The increase in speech interfaces
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[5], and attempts to move towards more conversational interactions with users [6], point to speech becoming more common in
the future. However, will such a speech driven future be open to
all?
Currently, vital accessibility and inclusivity research on speech
interface interaction has focused on older adult users [27], blind
users [1] or those with limited hand dexterity [7]. For these users,
speech is a critical and highly beneficial interaction modality, allowing them to interact with their devices where other modalities may
prove more difficult. Yet there are some users groups that may be
entirely excluded from the benefits derived from speech interface
interaction. In particular, those with diverse speech patterns, who
experience difficulties in fluent or typical speech production, may
be unable to use current speech interfaces effectively. This paper
focuses in particular on people who stammer and aims to highlight
the need for significant work in developing speech technology experiences that do not exclude such users. We identify three key
challenges in 1) providing effective speech recognition for people
with diverse speech patterns; 2) understanding the key barriers
and challenges faced by people who stammer when engaging with
current speech interfaces and 3) supporting designers of speech
interfaces with appropriate design heuristics.

2

STAMMERING & THE GROWTH OF
SPEECH INTERFACES

Stammering1 is a neurological condition characterised by disruptions to the "rhythmic flow of speech" [22]. These disruptions can
include repetition, prolongation or hesitation of particular sounds
or words. Estimates suggest a larger number of people stammer
than previously thought - approximately 8% of children will stammer at some point and for up to to 3% of adults it will be a lifelong
condition (up from 5% and 1% respectively) [28].
As speech interfaces become more mainstream, research is beginning to explore how they can be placed in a wide variety of contexts
such as healthcare [14], automotive interfaces [13], education [12]
and retail [21]. As a greater number of services become focused
around speech, this may create a significant barrier for those with
diverse speech patterns. This exclusion becomes particularly acute
if any critical services are delivered through speech. While multimodal interfaces are sometimes available, users may still be faced
with hands-busy/eyes-busy environments, additional user barriers,
and the potential like of choice to interact with these systems.
1 Also

known as stuttering outside of the United Kingdom.
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CHALLENGES TO ADDRESS FOR PEOPLE
WHO STAMMER

For people who stammer, using current speech interfaces may be
challenging, excluding them from using speech as a modality. As
speech interfaces becomes more commonplace this should be a concern for us in the conversational user interfaces (CUI) community.
Current work on stammering in speech interaction is scant. We
must therefore improve the volume of work to address this issue.
We outline three key challenges and potential avenues for research
on this topic to begin to address stammering user’s experience.

3.1

Effective speech recognition

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) has improved drastically over
the past decade [18], though there remain a plethora of speech signal variables that can negatively impact successful recognition [3].
Indeed, in accurately recognising dysarthic speech, recent research
has shown there are still significant barriers for making ASR systems more inclusive, even with the move from generative models
towards deep neural network (DNN) architectures [18].
Ongoing projects involving Google AI are focused on training
speech recognition models on non-standard speech data. Project
Euphonia2 aims to collect samples on a wide variety of non-standard
speech patterns, while Project Understood3 focuses specifically on
the speech patterns of people with Down’s Syndrome.
While such projects are obviously welcome, there are still difficulties related to training data approaches. For people who stammer,
it is common that features of stammering change over time [9] and
across interactions [11]. This creates a challenge in gathering the
volume of data required to create accurate models.
The volume of data potentially required to gather accurate ASR
for users who stammer likely needs significant effort from large
scale corporations who have the ability to gather such data. Yet
it is important these models and data do not become proprietary,
otherwise accessibility for these users will become monopolised. A
solution is to adopt an open-source dataset approaches in the style
of Mozilla Common Voice4 , LibriSpeech5 and VoxForge6 , with the
same objective on opening up ASR seen in closed sets.
Even with ASR training data available - how might an interaction
look like in practice? We also have to consider ongoing technical
challenges with ASR like endpoint detection - identifying when a
speaker has finished speaking [15] - and how these processes may
need to be altered with diverse speech patterns.

3.2

Understanding user experiences

Significant work in the CUI field has observed user’s experiences
with interfaces like IPAs, identifying issues such as the need to
consider the potential gulf of expectation due to the humanness of
such systems versus their actual functionality [8, 16, 19], the need
to learn how to interact effectively [16] as well as how social and
multiparty contexts impact the type of interactions we have with
IPAs [8, 10, 24]. This work focuses almost entirely on users without
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significant accessibility requirements. Work on users with diverse
speech is particularly scant - what key experiences do we need to
understand in taking the first step towards an inclusive future?
We can learn from workshops on making speech interfaces accessible [4] and ensure people with diverse speech patterns are also
included in the future of interaction research. Additionally, we can
adopt methods like participatory design and co-design in including
people with diverse speech patterns in the research process. This
can help address any gulf in experience between designers and
the users they are designing for. Consequently, we may find design decisions that transcend language in positively impacting user
experiences - something that would go beyond language-limited
speech data. We can also engage with charities7 and institutions to
build inclusive networks to support this research.
We can also consider the potential benefits speech interfaces
may offer people with diverse speech patterns. IPAs and other ASR
systems have been touted as methods for creating forms of speech
therapy (e.g. [23, 25]). Speech interfaces may be able to follow
existing research on supporting people who stammer (e.g. [17]).

3.3

Supporting designers through heuristics

There is interest in developing heuristics for speech interface designers [20], though how to design for people with stammers remains
unclear. We may need to develop heuristics that can be implemented
in systems that talk to people who stammer. While we have advice for talking to people who stammer (e.g. [29]), this may not be
feasible or transferable to human-computer interaction (HCI).
Showing users that an interface is listening is often supported
multimodally in speech interface interaction, through audible notifications or visual indicators (e.g. Amazon Echo’s ring [2]). Providing
time for people on phone calls may be applicable for interactive
voice response (IVR) systems, while considerations of eye contact
would be reserved for embodied areas of HCI and robotics.
It is difficult to envisage speech interface designers implementing requests that users slow down their speech or relax, at least
for general use systems like IPAs. Interruptions and attempts at
guessing or finishing the words of people who stammer may not
be appropriate in speech interfaces. Conversely, the fundamental
differences of speaking with machines and speaking with people
(e.g. [6]) may mean these do not carry the same social weight. This
ambiguity again requires an understanding of user experiences in
order to develop appropriate design heuristics and understand how
they may be altered depending on the context of interaction.

4

CONCLUSION

4 https://voice.mozilla.org

It is an exciting time for speech interfaces and the expansion of
services and interactions available through them. However, we
must consider the significant number of people with diverse speech
patterns such as stammering. In considering stammering, we have
outlined three crucial challenges in developing effective ASR, understanding user experiences of people who stammer and creating
appropriate heuristics to support speech interface designers. We
must consider what an inclusive future looks like for people with
diverse ranges of speech patterns such as stammering and utilise
the cross-community strengths in venues like CUI to do so.

6 http://www.voxforge.org

7 https://stamma.org

2 https://sites.google.com/view/project-euphonia
3 https://projectunderstood.ca
5 https://www.openslr.org/12
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